
                   
                                                                      

 

                          
 

Victoria Palace goes to the theatre with Posiflex touch screen terminals 
 

Leading London theatre, the Victoria Palace has standardized on the Posiflex TP 
SERIES touch screen terminal for all bar and concession sales areas. Consulting with DED, 
Victoria Palace was finally adopting Posiflex TP SERIES terminals as their touch screen 
terminal solution when they found their current system lacked the reporting facilities 
needed for a front of house operation in a busy theatre environment.  

 
Specifically, the Victoria Palace was looking to provide more competent stock control, 

increased reporting and accountability procedures and enable consolidated reporting from 
all sides of the business. Sourcing the hardware to complete this task was down to Peter 
Morton, Managing Director of Collaborative Software; finding a touch screen terminal 
solution to work with their current Admit-One software would be the simplest way to meet 
this goal. They were looking for a new touch screen terminal which had the reliability, a 
footprint small enough to fit easily into a busy bar area serving up to 1600 people per day 
and finally a large screen. Ease of use and configuration were also a major consideration to 
be taken into account, as of course was a strict budget. 

 
Posiflex TP SERIES is shown as the obvious choice to fit this brief and it has proven 

very popular with the staff at the Victoria Palace. Its combined clarity, ease of use and 
faultless operation allows them to perform their tasks with no problems at all. A highly 
reliable all-in-one touch screen terminal, Posiflex TP SERIES features a powerful Celeron 
2GHz processor and 40GB HDD as standard. A range of operating systems and interfaces 
are also supplied as standard, making the TP SERIES a highly adaptable and upgradeable 
terminal. 

 



Following this installation and previous success stories, Peter Morton has come to 
favour Posiflex and DED as his “preferred supplier of Epos equipment, thanks to their 
integrity, helpfulness, flexibility and willingness to get the job done.”  The new range of 
Posiflex touch screen terminals provides hardware solutions to the cinema, theatre, 
restaurant and hospitality market and is an optimum choice for those customers wishing to 
install efficient reliable touch screen terminals into the entertainment industry. 


